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When your projects require tailor-made glazing
Since its development in the 1980s, Uvekol technology has built
a powerful presence in the niche in which it is strongest: made to
order glazing.
Today it is considered to be far and away the best in its field for
the production of non-standard glazing, be it for acoustic, security,
protective or artistic requirements. In addition, Uvekol technology
produces glazing that without exception surpasses industry standards, both in Europe and the United States.
The key advantage of this technology is its unique use of resins as
a base element. In practical terms, the resin – which is selected
according to the desired result (insulation, protection etc...) - is
poured between two sheets of glass before undergoing a hardening,
or curing process by exposure to ultraviolet rays.
The glazing presented in this brochure illustrates how Uvekol technology can open up a whole new world of choice.

Acoustic insulation - available in two formats : single pane sheeting
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Munich airport terminal, Germany

Keep the noise down
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Sofitel (Bercy), Paris, France

Security and protective glazing – These products are subjected
to extremely rigorous shock testing, using the equipment and methods required by the European standard EN 356. In all cases, the
results largely exceed the legal requirements.
“Beforehand, Uvekol technology was relatively unknown, and so the
standards for armoured glass, or for acoustic dampening uses made
reference essentially to classic security glass technology. However,
the excellent properties of Uvekol glass, and the test results obtained
have convinced a wide range of professions – architects, surveyors,
contractors etc. – to make it their number one choice. Especially as it
is actually more cost-effective, particularly for curved glass”.
Philippe Gérard, architect - ASSAR

Resists all forms of attack

Jean-Marie Sellier, engineer - Glaverbel
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“The best results in sound reduction are obtained with insulation
glazing using, on one or both sides, GH-PHON, a layered glazing
consisting of two sheets of glass assembled with Uvekol resin.
This resin has the advantage of improving sound insulation by
reducing the resonance between the two sheets of glass. It also
offers a certain security value as, in the case of breakage, the shards
of glass remain intact”.

Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

only slightly thicker than ordinary glass, or a double-glazing assembly
which offers thermal insulation as well. In both cases, the acoustic
insulation is optimal.
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Shopping mall "De Oranjerie",
Appeldoorn, The Netherlands
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UCB headquarters, Brussels, Belgium

Painted glazing – Whether for screen-printing or fusing, Uvekol
technology is the ideal solution for producing painted glazing in
limited series. A wide range of basic colours ensures easy selection
and mixing, and of course, the product benefits from the protection
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Silvia Monfort high school, Luisant, France

Following graphic trends

qualities inherent in all Uvekol glazing.
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Wind-break at the Jean Zay
College in Feignies, France
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Shopping mall "De Oranjerie", Appeldoorn, The Netherlands

“For over 20 years now Tetterode Glas Voorthuizen has been using
Uvekol resin for diverse applications in industrial and construction
sectors. And, over the last couple of years we tend to use it more and
more in our design and artistic products. For example, we recently
used it to produce tombstones in several layers. In addition, we have
started to use colours a lot – today, we produce a series of plate and
curved glass products in a single colour, solid or with a fade from 20%
to 80%. We have just produced, for the first time, a plate glass sheet
with several different colour stripes”.
Han Wiersema, directeur – Tetterode Glas Voorthuizen
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Turbowinds, Overijse, Belgium

Mercedes Garage, Mechelen, Belgium

“We were particularly impressed by the capacity to easily integrate
the solar panels in the skylights in such a way that they become an
active element in the architecture.
The use of the Uvekol resin means less need for pressure to hold the
panel together – which allows both a perfect alignment of the photovoltaic cells, and a total transparency between them. This transparency allows light to penetrate which, combined with the shadows
caused by the cells, gives a very lively and interesting effect”.
Thierry Martin, associate architect - Urban Associates

Cupola, Supreme Court, Karlsruhe, Germany

Playing a role in environmental protection
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Rabo Bank, Deventer, The Netherlands
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resources, Uvekol technology provides the ecological solution most
favoured in the European Union. It doesn’t require any climate
control equipment, no pressure on the glass and only needs a weak
luminosity intensity. And, as well as offering these environmental
advantages, it is also extremely easy to install, and flexible enough
to respond to almost any architectural criteria.

Resistance to extreme atmospheric conditions

Solar panels – In the context of today’s view on sustainable

Glazing for roofing – The latest arrival in the Uvekol technology
range. This speciality glazing passed with flying colours the rigorous
tests applied by the Deutsche Institut für Bautechnik (DIB) and the
Institut für Fenstertechnik (IFT), particularly in impact resistance and
in strength under the weight pressure of snow.
“75% of this building is glass. To make the curved glass section that
covers the main entry, we consulted with Tetterode Glas Voorthuizen,
who proposed several solutions. We eventually decided to opt for a
technique that uses prefabricated moulds in which are placed flat
sheets of glass. This technique allowed us to use Uvekol based
security glass, and thus gave us the freedom to imagine whatever
forms or shapes we wanted. This freedom is actually carried through
in the atmosphere of the building – and is a good example of technology at the service of humanity”.
A.J. Roeterdink, architect - B.N.A

In general, we are happy to study development projects, in collaboration with your glazier; where we do a feasability study and develop
applications and performance tests. And, if necessary, we can even
go further – after all, the aim is to provide an optimal solution.

Please do not hesitate to contact us for further information U v e k o l @ u c b - g r o u p . c o m

European-based worldwide chemical group
World leader in ultra-violet based resin curing procedures
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Our constant progress and success in developing Uvekol technology
comes not just from our own high standards, but also from the constant demand for innovation from our clients. Every request, for new
solutions, therefore, is greeted with interest and respect. This is especially evident in our history, where innovation and partnership with
clients have been the two key elements in the approach to our work.

UCB Chemicals

Invention and innovation

